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About This Game

The story is situated on Mars. It starts where UFO: Aftermath left off and runs simultaneously with UFO: Aftershock. While the
Laputans on Earth are fighting Wargots and Starghosts and finding out what caused the destruction of their home planet, a small

colony on Mars is trying to survive and flourish.

The player will gain more details about the activities of intergalactic organisms, called Myrmecols, in the solar system. The
scientific research and communication with different factions on the Earth gives him a different perspective on the events of the
two previous sequels. In UFO: Afterlight, the players will meet with brand new technologies, unusual environment and enemies

both old and unknown.
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Title: UFO: Afterlight
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Altar Games
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2007

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: Intel Pentium® III or AMD® Athlon - 1GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: nVidia® GeForce™ 5700 or ATI Radeon® 9500 *

Storage: 2550 MB available space

Additional Notes: *Intel integrated cards are not supported at this time. We are looking into a fix.

English,German,French,Italian,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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Don't buy this game, will not work on modern computers.. Played this game years ago when there was no new X-Com games.
Even though it is not turn-based, it grew on me. This is the third installment in the "UFO: After..." series, and having played the
first two, I think the most polished.

Strategy and Tactical play, with same research concept as X-com games. Good storyline. The game is very in-depth, yet
manageable. Lots of menus to help navigate, and a decent tutorial. There are several user-created mods which help increase
enjoyability. A link can be found on the Afterlife website, so they *are* promoting these mods!

Graphics are good on 1080x1920 with lots of filters to make adjustments as needed for any system. I don't recall the battles
being too difficult, any you can save at anytime. Camera is zoomable for up close action, and angle. May take a bit of
adjustment to figure out all the controls, and totally worth it.

One of those "one more mission" games that will keep you up past your bedtime.

The few negative things I can recall were "cured" with a mod or two. Check them out.. I have played and completed the
previous games in the series and i feel this one failed to live up to them:

-terrible sound at time somewhat painful
-overhall of art style and theme
-new training system and extreme micromanagement
-loss of trooper customisation i find i dont care about the people in my squad as much if they have a prexisting name and history

overall this game was a let down i may return to it in the future however but its a failure.. Turn based game is really broken.
Tutorials are crap.. Everyone needs to understand that this game is NOT in the XCOM universe. The titles are simliar but the
UFO games are different. the other two are not on Steam right now so not sure why they released the last in the series first.

The first two were great and this one is as well.. The scrotum of video games.
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i played this EONs ago and I'm so happy i picked it up again. I missed playing a game that opens with a sucker punch, hits
below the belt then proceeds to kick you while your down.

its old, but massively fun. I am enjoying this much more than the newest xcom and all of its updates etc. but thats my opinion.

hope to see something like this or Emperor of the Fading Suns in the future... but doubt any company will take a chance like
that even though there are rabid fans waiting for it.

so if your thinking about it, check this game out on youtube. that will let you know if you would like it. enjoy.. Combat has
some strange and problematic situations. Matriarchs are such a strange design decision that negates your entire high level squad
and weapons build.
 Overworld gameplay is difficult to manage; trying to spot tiny vehicles to give them commands when it should be easy from a
UI element.
 I would really like this game to be just a little bit better as I have played the previous ones, but I gave up half way and just can't
bring myself to install it again.. Really like this game.. This is a poorly executed X-COM doppelganger, spend the money on the
real thing. The graphics are marginal, controls are cumbersome and the story is weak.. 10\/10 ... would die in Tutorial again
any day

otherwise get it on % & be patient. Don't buy this.
1st, let me say that if you're looking for another XCom style game, this isn't it.

Buggy missions make it extremely easy to break your game completely if you miss a capture mission.
I wiped out one of the factions completely before getting a key capture mission for research later on.

non-intuitive tech tree navigation. You have to guess what you need, in what order, with NO IDEA what it will unlock.
the NPC's in the base NEVER EVER SHUT THE HELL UP!!!!
And it's even worse on missions.
After 2 hours, I played the entire rest of my 50.8 hours with the headphones off.
Squad member nametags are always in the way when you're on a mission.
horrible camera control/angle - FPS style view is a joke, don't even bother with it.

And there will come a point, if you're a masochist and buy this even though i'm telling you not to, where you'll be left
wondering WTF do I do?
*hint* make sure you do the 2 moon missions, and click the Laputian's in diplomacy and request supplies/reinforcements.
and you'll have to check that alot.. first the game is kinda dated prob could of played this on xp or vista ... second kinda basic
... third not all that much fun unless you like really basic RTS games ... if you think this is like xcom it is but not like the
newer xcom games .... very good game its old but stands up to most of the shallow short games that come out today.
. Would be fun if I wasn't use to the smooth controls on recent X-Com games, now these games just feel frustrating and
clumsy. :(. The third best Ufo game so far. Number one being the original Ufo and the second being terror from the deep.
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